INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Pathological DNA DSBs can be the most deleterious forms of DNA damage. These breaks can result in cell death from the deletion of a chromosomal arm or by promoting the p53-mediated apoptosis pathway ([@B1]). In mammalian cells, DSBs are repaired predominantly by the non-homologous DNA end-joining pathway (NHEJ) pathway. Non-pathological DSBs are created during V(D)J recombination and immunoglobulin heavy chain class switch recombination (CSR), which both contribute to the adaptive immune response. These DSBs also require the NHEJ pathway to be resolved. Any defects in the NHEJ pathway can result in marked sensitivity to ionizing radiation and lead to the ablation of all lymphocytes. However, NHEJ is often imprecise, a characteristic that is useful for immune diversification in lymphocytes, but which might also contribute to deleterious genetic alterations that lead to cancer and perhaps aging. The Artemis nuclease plays a critical role in NHEJ in processing various DNA end configurations at DSBs and is required to open the DNA hairpin intermediates in V(D)J recombination. Artemis is activated by physical contact with DNA-PK~cs~ (DNA--protein kinase catalytic subunit) ([@B2]), which must be autophosphorylated in order to stimulate Artemis activity ([@B2]).

SCID is a genetic disorder characterized by an impairment in the adaptive immune system ([@B5]). Humans with mutations in either Artemis or DNA-PK~cs~ are both diagnosed with T^−^B^−^NK^+^ SCID ([@B6],[@B7]). Although T^−^B^−^NK^+^ SCID is rare in the general population (1 in 50 000 to 500 000 live births), there is a high incidence (1 in 2000 live births) in the Navajo and Apache Native Americans ([@B8],[@B9]). The subset of SCID found in in these Athabascan-speaking Native Americans is due to an autosomal recessive nonsense Artemis mutation in exon 8, which causes a truncation of the 692 aa protein at the 192nd aa ([@B6]). As expected, these patients suffer from the early onset of serious infections due to their lack of an adaptive immune system ([@B10]). Thus, the biomedical importance of Artemis is substantial.

UNIFYING ELEMENTS OF THE ARTEMIS SUBSTRATES {#SEC2}
===========================================

Hairpins and overhangs were initially identified as Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ substrates ([@B2]). Subsequently, a wider range of DNA structures with single- and double-strand transitions were also identified as substrates ([@B11]). For example, blunt-ended DNA molecules were shown to be weaker substrates ([@B12]). However, it was unclear what similarities and differences distinguish these substrates.

We have now been able to develop a physical model that describes key contact points common to all of the known substrates of Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B13]). This model proposes two contact points (A and B), which are located on the two strands within the duplex portion, directly adjacent to the double- to single-stranded DNA boundary. A third contact point (C, *red arrowhead*), which is also the catalytic site, is located 1-nt (or an equivalent distance) on the 5′ side of Contact point B (*green dot*) (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); this catalytic site does not have to be on the same DNA strand as Contact point B (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ***3′ overhang substrate***). In all cases, Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ is able to distort the single-stranded portion of the substrate into a structure resembling key features of the DNA hairpin substrate. Without these three contact points, Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ activity is negligible.

![Unifying model describing Artemis activity on common physiological DNA substrates. Functional data on Artemis activity suggests that it has three critical contact points with its DNA substrates that are structurally similar (blunt ends, 3′ and 5′ overhangs, and hairpin structures). Artemis may be able to distort the DNA end to create a 'hairpin-like' structure in all cases. Contact point A (*blue dot*) is located on the 5′→3′ (top) strand at the ss/dsDNA boundary. Contact point B (*green dot*) is located on the 3′→5′ (bottom) strand directly across from Contact point A. Contact point C (catalytic site, *red arrowhead*) is located 1-nt (or an equivalent distance) on the 5′ side of Contact point B (*green dot*), as shown in the figure. Contact point C (catalytic site, *red arrowhead*) does not need to be on the same DNA strand as Contact point B, but merely an equivalent distance and direction from Contact point B.](gkw456fig1){#F1}

![Artemis activity on other DNA substrates. We propose that Artemis maintains the three contact points on other substrates (ssDNA, pseudo-Y, 5′ flaps and symmetrical bubble structures) by remodeling the end into 'hairpin-like' structures. While less apparent, ssDNA has the ability to fold back and base pair with itself to create the 'hairpin-like' structures. Contact point A (*blue dot*) is located on the 5′→3′ (top) strand at the ss/dsDNA boundary. Contact point B (*green dot*) is located on the 3′→5′ (bottom) strand directly across from Contact point A. Contact point C (catalytic site, *red arrowhead*) is located 1-nt on the 5′ side of Contact point B as shown in the figure.](gkw456fig2){#F2}

With these three contact points, the cutting pattern observed for all of the major substrates can be explained. Among the major substrates, blunt ends are the only ones requiring a DNA end breathing step prior to action by Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B13]). The requirement for the breathing step explains some key features of the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ action at blunt ends ([@B13]). First, it explains why Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ acts on blunt ends less efficiently than DNA termini that have an obvious double- to single-strand boundary ([@B12],[@B13]). This is because the breathed state is only very short-lived. Second, it explains why AT-rich DNA termini are cut much faster than the more stable GC-rich DNA-termini ([@B13]). Third, once the blunt end breathes open, the transient 5′ single-strand is cut faster than the 3′ single-strand ([@B12],[@B13]). This may be explained by steric factors, since removal of the transient 5′ single-strand allows the 3′ single-strand to more readily assume a hairpin conformation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

This model also explains why the resulting product of Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ activity differs on 5′ and 3′ overhangs ([@B2]). The nts on a 5′ overhang substrate are able to fold back toward the duplex to create a hairpin-like configuration. The Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex is able to recognize this hairpin-like structure and cut 1-nt 5′ of Contact point B, resulting in a perfectly blunt-ended product (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ***5*′ *overhang substrate***). Similarly, the nts on a 3′ overhang substrate also fold back toward the duplex to form this hairpin-like structure. However, in this case, the 4th nt of this overhang is spatially located a distance equivalent to 1-nt 5′ of Contact point B (∼3 to 5 angstroms). Thus, Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ activity on this substrate results in a 4-nt overhang at the 3′ end (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ***3*′ *overhang substrate***) ([@B13]). This model requires a polarity in the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex in order to recognize the helical pitch of the double-stranded DNA duplex.

In addition to explaining the mechanism for cleaving the primary substrates of Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~, this model also explains how less commonly encountered double- to single-stranded boundaries are cut (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Among these, only the single-stranded DNA substrate must anneal to itself to form a transient double-stranded substrate, and the short-lived nature of this annealing explains why single-stranded DNA is cut much less efficiently by Artemis or Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B4]). Various other substrates can also be explained by our model, and, are cleaved at the predicted locations ([@B11]). The pseudo-Y, flap and bubble structures may all be encountered during different stages of DNA replication or repair. Importantly, a free DNA terminus (blunt-end, overhang or hairpin) is required to activate the serine/threonine kinase activity of DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B14]). Therefore, if a flap or a bubble structure is present internally and far removed from a DNA terminus, DNA-PK~cs~ will not be activated, and thus neither Artemis nor Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ will cut ([@B11]).

CONTRIBUTION OF DNA-PK~CS~ TO SUBSTRATE RECOGNITION {#SEC3}
===================================================

As discussed below, Artemis and DNA-PK~cs~ form a tight complex. DNA-PK~cs~ is only active as a protein kinase when DNA termini, ATP and Mg^2+^ are present to permit autophosphorylation of DNA-PK~cs~, which then can stimulate Artemis nuclease activity ([@B2]). However, using purified proteins, we and others have shown that the divalent cation, Mn^2+^, enables Artemis to function independent of DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B4],[@B15]). All of the substrate structure recognition that we have described above applies not only to Artemis with DNA-PK~cs~, but also to Artemis in the presence of Mn^2+^ without DNA-PK~cs~. This means that the substrate distortion into a hairpin-like configuration is likely due to Artemis alone. It is thought that the C-terminus of Artemis acts as a regulatory region since C-terminal truncation mutants allow Artemis to be constitutively active independent of DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B16]). Thus, Mn^2+^ most likely interacts with Artemis to permit Artemis to be constitutively active. In addition, the three key contact points of Artemis with the DNA substrate are independent of DNA-PK~cs~.

What then is the role of DNA-PK~cs~ in the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex? Under physiological conditions (with Mg^2+^ but not Mn^2+^), Artemis is inactive without an autophosphoryated DNA-PK~cs~ ([@B3]). Therefore, DNA-PK~cs~ is essential for Artemis activity in the presence of Mg^2+^. Somehow, the Mn^2+^ must change the conformation of Artemis so as to mimic the effect of an autophophorylated DNA-PK~cs~. DNA-PK~cs~ requires a broken DNA end for it to bind (usually with Ku) ([@B17],[@B18]), and this is necessary for Artemis to be active in cutting the phosphodiester backbone at that DNA end. Therefore, the reliance of Artemis on an activated DNA-PK~cs~ makes the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex responsive to broken DNA ends.

ROLE OF ARTEMIS: DNA-PK~CS~ IN V(D)J RECOMBINATION {#SEC4}
==================================================

V(D)J recombination relies on the RAG complex to bind and cut at recombination signal sequences (RSS) adjacent to V, D and J segments, resulting in coding ends that are hairpinned and signal ends that are blunt (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The hairpin at the coding end must be opened to be joined to form a coding joint. Based on genetic and biochemical evidence, the hairpin opening at coding ends of the V, D and J segments during V(D)J recombination is completely dependent on the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B2],[@B6]). Since the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex is located at each coding end at the time of hairpin opening, the coding end resection is almost certainly due to Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~. Indeed, the effect of coding end sequence on the extent of resection *in vivo* matches quite well with the known DNA sequence effects by purified Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ in biochemical studies ([@B19],[@B20]). In addition, the signal ends, which are the DNA fragments cut out and circularized during deletional V(D)J recombination, occasionally suffer a small amount of end resection, which is also due to Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ activity ([@B21]). Thus, the evidence is very strong that the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex is the nuclease involved in all of the resection that occurs during V(D)J recombination.

![Artemis opens the hairpins generated in V(D)J recombination. V(D)J recombination occurs at sequences called 12-RSS and 23-RSS (*triangles in the figure*), where RSS designates recombination signal sequence. An RSS contains conserved heptamer and nonamer sequence elements, separated by either 12 or 23 non-conserved base pairs, and hence the designation 12-RSS and 23-RSS. One recombination event requires one 12-RSS and one 23-RSS, and this is called the 12/23 rule. In early lymphoid cells, the RAG complex (RAG1 and 2 along with the constitutively expressed HMGB1 protein) nicks and then hairpins the coding ends at the V and J segments in the figure. Ku can bind to any of the four DNA ends. The Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex then binds to the V and J hairpin ends and nicks the hairpins in a manner that usually results in a 3′ overhang. The ends can be processed further by the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex and a DNA polymerase to introduce diversity. The NHEJ ligase complex then ligates the ends together. Some antigen receptor loci have not only V and J segments, but also D segments; hence, the name V(D)J recombination.](gkw456fig3){#F3}

Importantly, Artemis null mice and DNA-PK~cs~ mutant mice have similar phenotypes that are consistent with our biochemical model ([@B22],[@B23]). Cells and animals from both mutants show failure of hairpin opening and failure of coding joint formation, despite normal RAG cutting and completion of signal joint formation. Both also show sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Notably, human Artemis mutant patients and the one known human DNA-PK~cs~ mutant patient show similar phenotypes to these mice ([@B6],[@B7],[@B22],[@B23]). We note that some level of leakiness (a low level of successful coding joint formation) was observed in some strains of mice, depending on the amount of 129/SvJ strain background ([@B22]). The amount of leakiness drops to nearly zero in strains with a pure C57BL6 background ([@B23]). The C57BL6 Artemis mutant response to bone marrow transplants is more comparable to children with Artemis SCID than the 'leaky' 129/SvJ strain ([@B23]). Even in leaky strains of mice, the vast majority of coding joint formation is blocked. In human Artemis null patients, the level of leakiness is nearly zero ([@B6]) \[i.e. only a few B cell clones survive (reflecting exceedingly rare coding joint formation) out of hundreds of billions of B cells that failed to survive (reflecting a \>99.99% failure of coding joint formation)\].

ROLES OF ARTEMIS: DNA-PK~CS~ IN NHEJ {#SEC5}
====================================

NHEJ is required for the joining phase in V(D)J recombination, and NHEJ relies heavily on Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~. Based on these two points, we have assumed that Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ is the major nuclease for all NHEJ processes. We have summarized elsewhere a list of other possible nucleases that might function in NHEJ (e.g., MRN, CtIP, ExoI, WRN and FEN-1) ([@B24]). In NHEJ, Ku is the protein that recognizes DSBs and recruits the other NHEJ factors (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B17],[@B25]). It is one of the most abundant non-histone proteins in mammalian cells (∼400 000 molecules per cell) and tightly binds to DNA ends (K~D~ = 6 × 10^−10^ M) ([@B26],[@B27]). DNA-PK~cs~ is also abundant (50 000 to 100 000 molecules per cell in humans ([@B28],[@B29])), and binds DNA termini well on its own (K~D~ = 3 × 10^−9^ M) but 100-fold tighter when Ku is present (K~D~ = 3.5 × 10^−11^ M) ([@B30]). Artemis and DNA-PK~cs~ form a tight complex that is stable *in vitro* even at 1 M monovalent salt ([@B2]). We have recently used quantitative Western blots to determine that the number of Artemis molecules per human cell (Reh pre-B cells) is ∼70 000. Therefore, the ratio of Artemis to DNA-PK~cs~ to Ku is approximately 1:1:4. The relative abundance and tight binding of Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ makes it likely the primary nuclease for mammalian NHEJ and explains why activity is increased when Ku is present ([@B13]).

![Artemis is involved in DNA end repair via the NHEJ pathway. Natural causes of pathologic double-strand breaks (DSBs) are expected to generate heterogeneous, incompatible DNA ends with little or no terminal microhomology. Ku (*red circle and red rectangle*) is the most abundant DNA end binding protein in eukaryotic cells and can slide onto DNA ends that have diverse configurations ([@B38]). Once Ku is bound to the DNA end, it can improve the binding equilibrium of the nuclease, polymerases and ligase of NHEJ. The nuclease, polymerases and ligase appear capable of binding to and functioning at a DNA end without Ku, but the binding to the DNA end is tighter when Ku is present. The most clearly identified nuclease thus far is the Artemis:DNA-PK~cs~ complex. The polymerases for NHEJ include the POL X polymerases, pol μ and pol λ ([@B39]). The ligase complex of NHEJ consists of XLF, PAXX, XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV ([@B40]). The bottom portion of the diagram shows four equally plausible outcomes for the joining (*the junction is highlighted in a red box*). There are hundreds of other possible joining outcomes even for one pair of starting DNA ends with the same end configuration as that shown. This heterogeneity in outcome is in addition to the heterogeneity in the end configuration generated by the original breakage process at that very same set of phosphodiester bonds within the DNA duplex. Thus, there is heterogeneity in the generation of the broken DNA ends and heterogeneity in how these ends are repaired.](gkw456fig4){#F4}

*In vivo* experiments have shown that approximately 20% of DSBs caused by ionizing radiation require Artemis for repair ([@B31]). It is important to note that NHEJ is an iterative process ([@B20],[@B32],[@B33]). When Artemis is present, it may participate in nearly all NHEJ joining events. But when it is absent as in the SCID T^−^B^−^NK^+^ patients ([@B6]), only a small subset of ionizing radiation-induced DNA ends may require Artemis, and thus be unresolvable in its absence. Therefore, the 20% failure to join should be considered a conservative estimate of joining events that would require Artemis in wild type cells. *In vivo* studies have shown that Artemis is involved in the repair of a subset of DSBs generated by various forms of ionizing radiation (X-ray, γ-ray and α-particles) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) ([@B31],[@B34]). These DSBs result in heterogeneous end structures, which make it difficult to determine the specific subset of ends that Artemis is processing. More specific DSB-inducing agents such as neocarzinostatin (NCS) and bleomycin have been shown to generate DSBs that are repaired by Artemis ([@B35],[@B36]). NCS generates DSBs with a 5′-phosphate and either a 3′-phosphate or 3′-phosphoglycolate terminus with 1- to 2-nt 3′ overhangs. Bleomycin generates a mixture of blunt-ended or 1-nt 5′-overhang substrates with 5′-phosphates and 3′-phosphglycolate termini ([@B35]). It will be interesting to utilize other forms of DSB generating agents to determine the specific subset of DNA ends that require Artemis for repair.

CONCLUSION {#SEC6}
==========

We now know the essential structural features for DNA substrates of Artemis. These substrates have a stable or transient double- to single-strand boundary. We have determined how the structural features determine where Artemis will hydrolyze the phosphodiester backbone of each substrate. This model also explains why some DNA substrates are cleaved more efficiently than others. This knowledge will aid in the co-crystallization of Artemis with DNA and with the understanding of Artemis action on its substrates, once a crystal structure is determined ([@B37]).
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